Our company specializes in sale and export of the doors and windows produced in PVC, aluminium and wood with all kinds of accessories. In our offer, there are also all types of window blinds, garage gates and fire safety doors. Thanks to our professionalism and huge experience acquired all over the world, we run with success our business in Europe, South America and Africa. As our products are well appreciated by a lot of customers, we would like to offer them for you now, having hope to develop a kind of fruitful cooperation in the future.

Please, contact us for any questions, additional information, and first of all for a quote:
Tel: +48 882 480 838, +48 881 943 185, +48 693 963 480
Fax: +48 61 839 35 09
Email: info@sunplena.com

OR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE GO TO OUR WEBSITE:
www.sunplena.com
Here comes some examples of our products

**PVC doors and windows**

We have our own production line for the profiles that we use for all our windows and doors. Thanks to that we are able to offer short terms for the production of many colours of our windows. They are also veneered in our factory by ourselves.

This is a list of all SUNPLENA products in PVC:
*SUNMAX | SUNPASIV | SUNOPTI | SUNCLASIC | SUNCLASIC RENOVO | SUNPERFECT - coming soon*

**SUNMAX 94MM**
8 chambers, 94MM wide, the 1st class of isolation, 2 or 3-chamber glazing pacquets, a huge choice of colours

**SUNPASIV 86MM**
7 chambers, 86MM wide, straight frame and sash of the window, a huge choice of colours

**SUNOPTI** system has a frame of 80MM wide and the last products of our series **SUNCLASIC** and **SUNCLASIC RENOVO** are characterised by the frame of 70MM wide. Our brand new product called **SUNPERFECT** is coming soon. It joins all the best features of all our windows and doors.

Knowing how many customers are accustomed to the classic profiles, known all over the world, we can also offer the following PVC brands:

- **aluplast**
- **VEKA**
- **SALAMANDER INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS**

**Windows, doors and other aluminium constructions**

We are able to realize every order in aluminum in four systems: **ALPLAST, ALUPROF, PONZIO, YAWAL**.

In the case of aluminium, you can choose any colour from the RAL palette. The version more economical is the cold aluminium (without thermal separators). It can be installed inside or in the regions and countries with warm climate.

**Wooden windows and doors**

For those who like nature as well for the enthusiasts of historic houses, we offer a whole range of wooden elements. They are produced with a big care and precision in order to answer the needs and satisfy all our customers.

**External roller shutters and garage doors (fire doors)**

For complete our offer of window joinery, we have enriched our assortment with all types of roller blinds and garage gates.